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ABSTRACT
With the recent growth of data volumes in many disciplines of both
industry and academia many new Big Data Management systems
have emerged to provide scalable tools for efficient data storing,
processing and analysis. However, most of these systems offer little
support for efficiently integrating multiple external sources under
a uniform schema and a single query access point, which greatly
simplifies further analytics. In this work, we present SparkMediator,
a system that extends the logical data integration capabilities of
Apache Spark. As a use case, we show the application of Spark
Mediator to the integration of schizophrenia neuroimaging data
and compare with previous data integration systems.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Over the last decade the database market has witnessed an enor-
mous increase in the number of available data management engines.
Within the physical infrastructure of any organization, it is very
common for relational databases to coexist with NoSQL, NewSQL,
SQL-on-Hadoop, Graph, Streaming and other engines, with each
one tailored to optimize the execution of different data processing
tasks. It is apparent, that the observation ’no size fits all’ [23] has
finally prevailed. In order to handle this multi-store heterogeneity
and variety in querying languages and data schemata, we need
to introduce a single query access point that will operate over a
unified data model and will distribute the query execution work-
load to the respective data stores. Towards this end, we present
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the Spark Mediator middleware that allows seamless integration
and querying of disparate data sources through a harmonized data
model and a query rewriting component.

Motivating Use Case. Our motivating example for developing
the Spark Mediator middleware is the SchizConnect virtual data
integration system [1], which integrates several leading schizophre-
nia neuroimaging data sources (schizconnect.org). The study of
complex diseases, such as Schizophrenia, require the integration
of data from multiple heterogeneous data sources [26] to obtain
a sufficient number of subjects to reach statistically valid conclu-
sions. Each source features a diverse combination of data models,
data types and values, which renders their harmonization a very
challenging task. Many multi-site consortia have been developed
to address this issue through the introduction of domain specific
standardization techniques. For example, the Human Imaging Data-
base (HID) [15] of the Functional Biomedical Informatics Research
Network (FBIRN) [11] consortium is a federated database where
each site follows the same standard schema. Other prominent con-
sortia within the neuroscience domain that follow this practice are
the Mind Clinical Imaging Consortium [16] and the ENIGMA Net-
work [25]. However, none of these federated platforms provides the
necessary toolset to efficiently perform large-scale analytics. Spark
Mediator offers an alternative solution to this data integration and
analysis problem by introducing a new mediation layer to Apache
Spark [31] and leveraging its analytics stack.

Our decision to extend Apache Spark with a mediation layer was
due to Spark’s widespread adoption across multiple disciplines for
executing expensive data analysis tasks and its’ versatile distributed
programming model (MLlib, Streaming, GraphX) that simplifies the
implementation of scalable solutions.

Mediators and Federation. In the virtual data integration or
mediation approach, that Spark Mediator implements, the data re-
side at their original sources and aremapped to a harmonized virtual
schema. All the schema mappings are described declaratively by
logical formulas. When a user issues a query which is expressed
over the harmonized schema, the mediator rewrites the original
query into source-level queries. During query rewriting, the me-
diator consults the defined schema mappings rules and identifies
which data sources are required to answer the query. In addition,
the integration system generates and optimizes a distributed query
evaluation plan that accesses the sources and composes the an-
swers to the user query. SchizConnect is a fully-fledged system that
adopts this approach [1]. Spark Mediator falls under the category
of mediator [30] and federated data management systems [13]. All
these systems were extensively studied during the 1980s and 1990s
and their goal was to support transparent access to multiple back-
ends with different querying capabilities. Some of the most notable
systems that were developed during that period were TSIMMIS [5],
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Garlic [4] and the Information Manifold [17]. Spark Mediator ad-
heres to the same integration design principles and provides similar
federated querying capabilities.

Relation to Polystores. More recently, the Polystore architec-
ture [9] and many systems that follow this architectural paradigm
have been proposed, including BigDAWG [9], ESTOCADA [3], Myr-
iaDb [28] and others [6, 14, 18]. All these systems share many opera-
tional and querying functionalities with the mediator and federated
systems architecture. However, Spark Mediator differentiates from
the Polystore systems in terms of data ownership, data modeling
and query processing. Spark Mediator is agnostic of the underlying
sources and each source acts independently, whereas in the Poly-
store settings all the sources are managed together as an integrated
set and data placement and replication is handled by the Polystore
system. With respect to data modeling and query processing, the
Spark Mediator supports only domain specific functionality under a
standardized data model that all the sources need to agree on and re-
lies on Spark SQL’s [2] relational and procedural processing engine.
Conversely, a Polystore system allows the existence of different
data models and query notations encapsulated inside user-facing
abstractions, called islands of information (e.g. BigDAWG).

One of themain contributions of this work is the introduction of a
new virtual integration layer in the Big Data Integration (BDI) land-
scape [8] on top of the Apache Spark framework. We also present
how this layer can have a direct applicability within the clinical and
biomedical research community through a real-world use case over
neuroimaging data through the SchizConnect ecosystem. Finally,
we propose and develop an extensible distributed query process-
ing strategy that enhances the current query federation execution
pipeline of Spark SQL [2].

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the de-
sign of Spark Mediator, section 3 explains how logical integration
is achieved within the SchizConnect system, section 4 introduces
the query federation engine and optimization strategy and sec-
tion 5 presents the experimental results. We conclude with a short
discussion in section 6.

2 MEDIATION FOR DATA ANALYTICS
The Mediator’s importance is twofold: it adds a new virtual inte-
gration layer to Spark’s highly-performant analytics stack, and it
extends Spark’s efficiency as a distributed query federation engine.
In our previous experience [24] Spark Mediator is an essential tool
for large-scale infrastructures that require to execute expensive
data analysis operations over a group of heterogeneous sources.

The Spark Mediator middleware exposes a harmonized virtual
schema (i.e., domain schema) over the data of the remote sources.
This unified view allows the data to reside at the remote sources
and be structured under their original schemata. During query
execution, the Mediator receives the submitted query over the
domain schema and rewrites it to source-level queries through a set
of schemamappings, declarative logical rules that relate the sources’
and target/domain schemata. Based on these schema mappings the
Mediator is able to reconcile any semantic discrepancies among the
remote data sources. Upon the completion of query rewriting, the
Mediator parses the source-level queries and generates a logically
optimized distributed query evaluation plan which forwards to the
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Figure 1: Spark Mediator Diagram.

Spark SQL engine for execution. Once the source-level queries are
executed the Mediator returns the query result set as a Spark SQL
Dataframe. The aforementioned procedure is presented in Figure 1.

3 MOTIVATION: DATA INTEGRATION IN
NEUROIMAGING

As motivation, we describe SchizConnect [1], an integration use
case on schizophrenia neuroimaging that applies a mediator ap-
proach. Spark Mediator improves on the previous architecture since
it embeds the system in the powerful analytics stack of Spark.

3.1 Participating Sources
The SchizConnect data are distributed across several publicly avail-
able data sources. The FBIRN Phase II @ UCI [11] provides cross-
sectional multisite data from 251 subjects including structural and
functional magnetic resonance imaging scans. The FBIRN repos-
itory is hosted on the PostgreSQL DBMS of the HID system [15].
The NUSDAST @ XNAT Central [29] source contains data from 368
subjects together with collected sMRI scans. These data are stored
inside the eXtensible Neuroimaging Archiving Toolkit (XNAT) [20]
public repository which provides a REST API that accepts queries
only in the XNAT-specific XML format, and returns XML data. The
COBRE & MCICShare @ COINS Data Exchange [22] contain data
related to 198 subjects from the COBRE project and 212 subjects
from the MCICShare project. Due to the dynamic data packaging
architecture of the COINS system, which restricts immediate return
of any data to a submitted query, the COINS data are replicated in
a dedicated MySQL DBMS at USC/ISI.

3.2 Domain Schema
Integrating data from multiple diverse sources under a homoge-
neous schema is a challenging task. Each source follows different
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Project (source:STRING,	study:STRING,	projectid:NUMBER,	description:STRING)

Subject (source:STRING,	study:STRING,	subjectid:STRING,	age:NUMBER,	sex:STRING,	dx:STRING)

In_Project (source:STRING,	study:STRING,	subjectid:STRING,	projectid:NUMBER)

Imaging_Protocol (source:STRING,	study:STRING,	subjectid:STRING,	szc_protocol_hier:STRING,
img_date:DATE,	notes:STRING,	datauri:STRING,	maker:STRING,	
model:STRING,		field_strength:NUMBER,	 site:STRING )

Cognitive_Assessment (source:STRING,	study:STRING,	site:STRING,	subjectid:STRING,
assessment:STRING,	assessment_description:STRING)

Clinical_Assessment (source:STRING,	study:	STRING,	site:STRING,	subjectid:	STRING,	
assessment:	STRING,	assessment_description:STRING)

Figure 2: SchizConnect Domain Model (selected predicates).

semantics for describing its’ data values and types. Bridging these
semantic heterogeneities requires a solid understanding of how
schema elements from one source are related to schema elements
of the other sources. To manage this complexity, a unified domain
schema (also called the target, mediated, or global schema) is de-
fined, and the schemata of the sources are mapped to the domain
schema using logical rules, known as schema mappings [7].

The domain schema does not need to include every element from
each source but rather those elements that are necessary to answer
specific types of queries. The design of the domain schema can
be easily extended to include semantic descriptions of additional
sources as they arrive and support new query types based on these
newly defined sources. The SchizConnect domain schema relies on
this minimalistic design in order to build an incremental domain
schema. As new sources with neuroimaging data are found, the
SchizConnect domain schema can be extended to incorporate these
sources as well.

The current SchizConnect domain schema follows the relational
model as it is shown in Figure 2. The first attribute in all the pred-
icates is source, which indicates the data provider. Currently, the
system has four sources: HID, XNAT, COINS or Mappings. At-
tributes are followed by the data types currently supported by the
Mediator: string, number and date.

The Project predicate contains the name and the description
of the studies in the data sources. The Subject predicate contains
the demographic and diagnostic information for individual partici-
pants. The In_project predicate indicates in which studies and
projects each subject has participated. The Imaging_Protocol
predicate refers to MRI records for a particular subject along with
various scanner metadata. The Cognitive_Assessment retains in-
formation for the neuropsychological assessments of the subjects
while the Clinical_Assessment holds the assessments for differ-
ent symptoms in the subjects.

3.3 Schema Mappings
The schemamappings describe the relationships between the sources
schemata and the domain schema. These mappings are described
through a set of declarative logical rules. In the database theory
literature these mappings are also known as source-to-target tuple-
generating dependencies (st-tgds) [10]. The Mediator uses a set of
declarative rules in order to define how the predicates of the domain
schema relate to predicates of the sources schema. These rules are
logical implications of the form:

∀ ®X , ®Y ,Φs ( ®X , ®Y ) → ∃ ®Z ,ΨG ( ®X , ®Z )
where the antecedent (Φs ) is a conjunctive formula over the sources
schemata (S) predicates, and the consequent (ΨG ) is a conjunctive

subject ("UCI_HID", "fBIRNPhaseII__0010", SUBJECTID, AGE, SEX, DX) <-
    subject_age ("UCI_HID", STUDY, SUBJECTID, AGE) ^ (STUDY = "fBIRNPhaseII__0010") ^
    subject_sex ("UCI_HID", STUDY, SUBJECTID, SEX) ^ 
    HIDPSQLResource_nc_fbirn_phaseii_dx_mview (SUBJECTID, DX)

subject_age ("UCI_HID", "fBIRNPhaseII__0010", SUBJECTID, AGE) <-
    HIDPSQLResource_nc_subjexperiment (uniqueid1, tableid, owner, modtime, moduser,
       nc_experiment_uniqueid, SUBJECTID, nc_researchgroup_uniqueid) ^ 
       (nc_experiment_uniqueid = 9610) ^
    HIDPSQLResource_nc_assessmentinteger_mview (nc_assessmentdata_uniqueid, scoreorder, 

textvalue, textnormvalue, comments, AGE, datanormvalue, storedassessmentid, 
ASSESSMENTID, assessmentname, SCORENAME, scoretype, ISVALIDATED, isranked, 
SUBJECTID, site, uniqueid) ^ 

        (SCORENAME = "Age") ^ (ISVALIDATED = "TRUE")
subject_sex ("UCI_HID", "fBIRNPhaseII__0010", SUBJECTID, SEX) <-
    HIDPSQLResource_nc_subjexperiment (uniqueid1, tableid, owner, modtime, moduser, 
                      nc_experiment_uniqueid, SUBJECTID, nc_researchgroup_uniqueid) ^ 
    (nc_experiment_uniqueid = 9610) ^
    HIDPSQLResource_nc_assessmentvarchar (tableid2, nc_assessmentdata_uniqueid2, 

scoreorder2, owner2, modtime2, moduser2, textvalue2, textnormvalue2,
comments2, SEX_SRC, datanormvalue2, storedassessmentid2, ASSESSMENTID2, 
SCORENAME2, scoretype2, ISVALIDATED2, isranked2, SUBJECTID, entryid2, 
keyerid2, raterid2, classification2, uniqueid2) ^

    (SCORENAME2 = "Gender") ^ (ISVALIDATED2 = "TRUE") ^
    MappingsMySQLResource_value_mappings (SEX, "UCI_HID", SEX_SRC, id)

imaging_protocol ("UCI_HID", "fBIRNPhaseII__0010", SUBJECTID, SZC_PROTOCOL_HIER, 
DATE,NOTES, DATAURI, MAKER, MODEL, FIELD_STRENGTH, SITE, "") <-

    HIDPSQLResource_nc_subjexperiment (uniqueid, tableid, owner, modtime, moduser,    
nc_experiment_uniqueid, SUBJECTID, nc_researchgroup_uniqueid) ^ 

      (nc_experiment_uniqueid = 9610) ^
    HIDPSQLResource_nc_scannersbyscan_mview_phase3 (SUBJECTID, SITE, componentid, 

segmentid, SOURCE_PROTOCOL, DATE, nc_colequipment_uniqueid, 
SOURCE_MAKE, SOURCE_MODEL, DATAURI, NOTES) ^

    MappingsMySQLResource_protocol_mappings (SZC_PROTOCOL_HIER, "UCI_HID", 
SOURCE_PROTOCOL, ID1) ^

    MappingsMySQLResource_scanner_mappings (MAKER, MODEL, FIELD_STRENGTH, 
"UCI_HID", SOURCE_MAKE, SOURCE_MODEL, ID2)

subject ("XNAT_CENTRAL", "NUSDAST",  SUBJECT_LABEL, AGE, SEX, DX) <-
    XnatSubjectResource_xnat__subjectData (project, SUBJECT_LABEL, AGE, SEX, SRC_DX, QS) ^
    MappingsMySQLResource_dx_mappings (DX, "XNAT_CENTRAL", 777, SRC_DX, id, "NUSDAST")

Figure 3: SchizConnect Sample Schema Mappings.

formula over the domain schema (G) predicates. In SchizConnect
the schema mappings are defined as Global-As-View (GAV) rules,
which are st-tgds with a single predicate in the consequent.

Figure 3 illustrates some of the schema mappings currently de-
fined in the domain schema of SchizConnect. In the figure, the
domain predicates are typed in bold (e.g., subject_age) while the
source predicates are in italics (e.g., HIDPSQLResource_nc_subj-
experiment). The first rule indicates that the subject domain predi-
cate provides data that come from the UCI_HID data source and is
relevant to the participating subjects of the current study. This rule
also shows that a domain predicate can be constructed through a
join operation with other domain (auxiliary) predicates, in this case
from subject_age and subject_sex.

Rules defined with the same consequent denote a union opera-
tion. For instance, the subject domain predicate in the presented
schema is obtained through a union operation of the first two rules,
with each one denoting a different data source (UCI_HID, and
XNAT_CENTRAL respectively).1 Constraints can also appear in
the body (antecedent) of the rules (e.g., ’nc_experiment_unique_id
= 9610’). The query engine pushes these selections to the sources.

Finally, the last rule shows the definition of the imaging_protocol
domain predicate. This rule employs the MappingsMySQLResource
data source which contains mapping tables for normalizing at-
tributes values that are retrieved from the corresponding sources.
Within the SchizConnect schema mappings collection, there are
many rules that perform this normalization, but are omitted from 3
due to space constraints. The main reason for this normalization

1We removed a similar rule for COINS for brevity.
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step is that even attributes originating from the same source expose
different values and codes for the same concept. In order to re-
solve any attributes discrepancies a more sophisticated hierarchical
ontology structure is being used [27].

3.4 Query Rewriting
At runtime the mediator uses the schema mappings to reformulate
a query expressed in terms of the domain schema into a set of
equivalent executable source-level queries. The result of this refor-
mulation is a logical query plan [7]. Apart from the GAV schema
mappings the Mediator supports also query rewriting for both LAV
(aka Local-as-View) [19] and GLAV (aka Global-and-Local-as-View)
rules. However, the last two mapping rules are not required for the
SchizConnect domain.

Figure 4 presents a GAV rewriting example. If for instance we
would like to select all the participants involved in the current
studies accessible by SchizConnect, along with all their associated
demographic and diagnostic information the Mediator will unfold
the domain query (top level query in Fig. 4) into a union of con-
junctive source-level queries. The final rewritten query (bottom
level query in Fig. 4) is a union of conjunctive queries over the
data sources (XNAT_CENTRAL, UCI_HID, COINS). In this specific
example COINS data source is included twice since it contributes
two different studies.

SELECT	*	FROM	subject

(	SELECT 'UCI_HID'	as	source,	'fBIRNPhaseII__0010'	as	study,	T8.subjectid	as	subjectid,	
T4.szc_protocol_hier	as	szc_protocol_hier,	T6.date	as	img_date,	T6.description	as	notes,	
T6.datauri	as	datauri,	T2.maker	as	maker,	T2.model	as	model,	T2.field_strength	as	field_strength,	
T6.site	as	site		

FROM MappingsMySQLResource_scanner_mappings T2,	MappingsMySQLResource_protocol_mappings T4,	
HIDPSQLResource_nc_scannersbyscan_mview_phase3	T6,	HIDPSQLResource_nc_subjexperiment T8		

WHERE T2.source_make=T6.source_make	AND	T2.source_model=T6.source_model	AND T2.source	=	'UCI_HID’	
AND T4.source_protocol=T6.source_protocol	AND T4.source	=	'UCI_HID'	AND T6.subjectid=T8.subjectid	
AND T8.nc_experiment_uniqueid	=	9610	)

UNION
(	SELECT 'XNAT_CENTRAL'	as	source,	'NUSDAST'	as	study,	T12.SUBJECT_LABEL	as	subjectid,	

T10.szc_protocol_hier	as	szc_protocol_hier,	T12.SCAN_DATE	as	img_date,	T12.SCAN_ID	as	notes,	
Concat(T12.IMAGE_ID,'/scans/',T12.SCAN_ID)	as	datauri,	'SIEMENS'	as	maker,	'VISION	1.5T'	as	model,	
1.5	as	field_strength,	'WUSTL'	as	site		

FROM				MappingsMySQLResource_protocol_mappings T10,	XnatMRSessionResource_xnat__mrSessionData T12		
WHERE T10.source_protocol=T12.SCAN_TYPE	AND T10.source	=	'NUSDAST'	)
UNION
(	SELECT 'COINS'	as	source,	'COBRE'	as	study,	T14.ANONYMIZATION_ID	as	subjectid,	

T14.szc_protocol_hier	as	szc_protocol_hier,	T14.SCAN_DATE	as	img_date,	'notes'	as	notes,	
T14.SERIES_ID	as	datauri,	T14.SCANNER_MANUFACTURER	as	maker,	T14.SCANNER_LABEL	as	model,	
T14.FIELD_STRENGTH	as	field_strength,	T14.SCANNER_SITE	as	site		

FROM COINSMySQLResource_series_v T14			
WHERE T14.STUDY_ID	=	1139	)
UNION
(	SELECT 'COINS'	as source,	'MCICShare'	as study,	T16.ANONYMIZATION_ID	as subjectid,	

T16.szc_protocol_hier	as szc_protocol_hier,	T16.SCAN_DATE	as img_date,	'notes'	as notes,	
T16.SERIES_ID	as datauri,	T16.SCANNER_MANUFACTURER	as maker,	
T16.SCANNER_LABEL	as model,	T16.FIELD_STRENGTH	as field_strength,	T16.SCANNER_SITE	as site

FROM COINSMySQLResource_series_v T16		
WHERE T16.STUDY_ID	=	5720	)

Figure 4: SchizConnect Query Rewriting.

4 OPTIMIZING SPARK SQL FEDERATION
Spark SQL provides a convenient API for defining new data sources
and perform various source specific query optimizations. Some of
these optimizations include projections and selections pushdown to
the external querying source. However, the available optimizations
are still limited in terms of more expensive operations such as
joining tables that belong to the same remote database. For instance,
assume that multiple Spark SQL tables are defined with the same
external database origin. When a join operation is applied over
them, Spark will naively bring the source data to the Spark cluster

and execute the joins locally. In some cases, this may be efficient, but
in most cases it is preferable that a database takes advantage of its
indexes and statistics to evaluate and process a set of join operations.
Another important limitation of Spark SQL is when more complex
operations are applied to an external database, Spark SQL does
not collect information from the database’s computed indexes or
usage statistics in order to optimize the query’s execution plan.
As of Spark 2.2 a new cost-based optimization (CBO) framework
was introduced which computes various table and column-based
statistics (e.g., cardinality, max, min etc.) that the Catalyst optimizer
leverages in order to evaluate which query plan to execute. Even
though this CBO framework can speed up Spark workloads, it does
not take into account operations that could be executed directly
inside the external sources and therefore accelerate Spark SQL’s
federated execution. In the experiments section we show the impact
of CBO computation on query execution.

Optimization Strategy. Pushing joins to be evaluated at data
sources often yields more efficient plans, but such capability was not
implemented in Spark SQL, which is natively designed to push only
projections and selections down to the external sources. Therefore,
we designed and implemented a simple but extensible mechanism
that allows us to push joins down to the data sources as sub-queries.
Specifically, for the source-level queries generated by the Mediator,
the strategy is to group tables which belong to the same external
data source whenever a join operation is being applied upon them.

This approach generates a consolidated source-level sub-query
for each data source with all the necessary joins, projections, and
selections. As an example, assume a source-level query that joins
three Spark SQL tables, where two of them come from the same
external database. Our strategy will generate a sub-query for those
two tables, push it down to the database for execution, retrieve the
result and then perform an in-memory join of this result with the
third table. For a small cost of several milliseconds during the query
rewriting, this simple strategy proved to be very effective in many
queries as it is shown in the experiments section.

Once the execution plan of the rewritten query is computed and
the above optimization is applied, the Mediator uses Spark’s native
connectors to access the external data sources. Spark provides an
excellent support for querying databases through JDBC connectors
and offers the ability to partition the result of a query across the
Spark workers based on one or more columns. For the UCI_HID
PostgreSQL database, COINS and Mappings MySQL databases the
default JDBC connector is used. For accessing the XNAT Central
Repository, we implemented a custom wrapper on top of the the
Spark SQL sources API.

A drawback of our approach is omitting Spark’s JDBC out-of-the-
box caching ability. When loading data with JDBC, Spark usually
caches the individual tables that have been queried and can later
reuse them. With our approach, even though Spark is caching the
sub-query result, it cannot reuse it for subsequent operations. We
cite this as a future improvement, since we have already designed
a solution that can reuse the materialized result.

Spark XNAT Central Wrapper. We developed a customiz-
able data source wrapper for the XNAT Central repository [20]
by extending the Spark SQL sources API. The wrapper extends the
PrunedFilteredScan interface, which can capture all the projections
and selections passed during querying time to the external XNAT
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repository and returns the retrieved data as a collection of RDD
objects. The wrapper converts all the selections to XML filters and
generates the required XML query file on-the-fly. Once the XML
file is created, the wrapper sends it directly to the XNAT service for
execution. This filtering optimization reduces drastically the size
of the data shipped from the XNAT service back to Spark, since it
allows the XNAT framework to evaluate the sub-query and drop
records that are redundant for the final query result set.

5 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
For our experiments we used version 2.2.1 of Apache Spark on an
Ubuntu 16.04 machine equipped with an Intel Core i7-950 processor
at 3.07GHz and 16GB of RAM. The processor has 4 cores (8 hard-
ware threads) with private L1 (32KB each for data and instructions),
L2 (256KB) caches and 8MB of shared L3 cache. For the query execu-
tion we initialized Spark in standalone mode with 6 cores and 12GB
of RAM. We ran the queries using 3 Spark executors allocating
2 cores and 2GB of RAM for each one.

Table 1: Structure of source-level queries

# Structure Size (#preds) Result Size
1 U4CQ 21 567
2 U3CQ 12 1111
3 U2CQ 10 9129
4 U16CQ 127 2104
5 U16CQ 127 1234
6 U9CQ 58 1566
7 U3CQ 8 21745
8 U9CQ 53 20725

We carefully selected eight domain queries whose respective
source-level rewrites could test the effectiveness of Spark SQL’s
federation engine as well as the effectiveness of our simple opti-
mization strategy. All source-level queries are in the form of union
of conjunctive queries. The number of conjunctive queries in each
union varies and so is the number of predicates involved in each
conjunctive query of the union. The structure of the source-level
queries is described in table 1. For instance, query 4 is a union of
16 conjunctive queries which includes a total of 127 predicates and
returns 2104 rows after its execution.

While executing the federated queries over Spark, we observed
poor performance for the built-in UNION operator between the
conjunctive queries because of Spark’s expensive data shuffling and
the number of comparisons that this operation involves between
the left and right operand in order to determine the distinct records
from the two operands’ result set. Instead, we replaced the UNION
operator with the UNION ALL, which naively merges the result sets
of all the conjunctive queries and we compute the distinct records
only once on the final set. This simple reformulation of the query
plan, together with our pushdown optimization strategy gave a
significant boost to the execution of our federated queries.

Figure 5 illustrates the query response times for the version
of OGSA-DAI [12], which is used as the execution engine of the

SchizConnect mediator,2 Spark Native (i.e., no UNION ALL, no
Pushdown, no CBO), Spark with UNION ALL and Pushdown opti-
mization (i.e., Spark U-Pushdown), Spark Native with CBO enabled
and Spark U-Pushdown with CBO enabled. All the execution times
shown for each approach and for each query corresponds to the
average time of ten consecutive executions. Spark U-Pushdown and
Spark U-Pushdown CBO outperform Spark Native and Spark Na-
tive CBO respectively across all queries, with exception to queries
4 and 5 (explained below), which proves the effectiveness of our
optimization strategy. Compared to OGSA-DAI, the execution time
of all Spark approaches is better (e.g., query 7) or almost equiva-
lent (e.g., query 1), except for queries 4 and 5 where OGSA-DAI
outperforms Spark, which justifies OGSA-DAI’s smarter CBO for
federated queries with many source-level queries.
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Figure 5: Execution time for 8 queries

We do not include the execution times for queries 4 and 5 in the
cases of Spark U-Pushdown and Spark U-Pushdown CBO, because
our greedy optimization strategy generates a source-level sub-query
for the HID PostgreSQL database which is very expensive to execute.
The sub-query exceeds the 3 minutes execution time cut-off, due
to the size of the involved join operations and the large number
of tuples returned. Just counting the result set of the sub-query
within PostgreSQL takes around 50 seconds. If we do not take
into account our greedy optimization strategy and simply use the
UNION ALL reformulation, the execution time is better than Spark
Native with or without CBO and comparable to OGSA-DAI. These
queries showcase that a more sophisticated cost-based pushdown
optimization strategy can help reduce their overall execution time.

We believe that we can further improve the query execution
time by adding more optimization rules to our current strategy.
One such rule would be to detect sub-queries that share a common
structure and push them only once to the remote data source while
performing additional operations on-the-fly within Spark for each
conjunctive query. In effect, we would execute a non-recursive
datalog program, in which common subexpressions are defined as
datalog rules. Ultimately, an extension of the cost-based optimizer
with join-pushdown would explore whether there are combinations
2In these experiments, OGSADAI is extended with statistics collection from the remote
sources and a simple, but effective cost-based optimizer.
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of join operations that would perform better if executed within
Spark rather than inside the remote sources.

6 DISCUSSION
In this paper we presented a new virtual integration layer for Big
Data Integration built on top of the Apache Spark framework. We
also presented how our Mediator can have a direct applicability
on the clinical and biomedical research domain through a real-
world use case in the neuroimaging domain. The naive execution
of joins in Spark SQL lead us to design and implement a strategy
for pushing down joins to external data sources as sub-queries,
hence improving the query performance of Spark SQL federation
pipeline. As future work, we aim to improve our query optimization
techniques by evaluating more complex operations and caching
mechanisms for the sub-queries and support query execution and
rewriting for other query engines as well. Our goal is to eventually
integrate our techniques into Spark’s SQL Catalyst optimizer and
make them publicly available to the research community. Ultimately,
we want to tailor the query optimization of the mediator to the
types of analytic operations in Spark and Spark MLlib [21], so that
it improves the overall performance of the system and facilitates
the analysis of complex heterogenous datasets.
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